
Autumn is here!

After this unique and fun summer was over, we
could only hope for autumn to be full of new
experiences for all of us! And it was! We continued
offering a wide range of activities to our people
who needed them the most!
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~Lessons~

When the school year began, we changed our
schedule to bring it in line with the new needs of our
students! We started teaching English to our adult
students in November, while continuing with the
lessons of the Greek language, and we were
delighted to witness that our adult students were
equally interested in everything! We designed science
and math lessons for the students of the Evening
Gymnasium, as an effort to provide them with useful
knowledge and help them enhance their skills, and we
continued teaching our young students Greek,
ancient Greek and math!!

Furthermore, we focused on the subjects of the 3rd
Grade of Lyceum, which is the last stage before the
PanHellenic Exams, since some of our students are
going to participate in these Exams this year! 

Even though we experienced difficulties due to the
COVID-19 pandemic crisis, we managed to overcome
them, since we were well prepared and organized. As
a result, our lessons have been continuing without
problems via internet and with the additional use of
books and online sources!

"I like English, because
it's useful everywhere."

ISMAEL, 35 YEARS OLD

"On line lessons are good,
but it's better in class.''

EVELINA, 20 YEARS OLD



~Educational visits ~

*Cave of St.  George in Ki lkis*

We prepared an educational visit to the Cave of
St. George in Kilkis, in order to welcome our new
students and give them the opportunity to see the
landmarks of our town. We took a walk around the
place, in order to admire the view, and, then, we
were guided through the Cave, which is a place full
of stalactites, stalagmites, stone corals and
fossilized animals. All these make the Cave of St.
George in Kilkis one of the most beautiful and
significant Caves in Greece!



~Creative activities~

*Education*Creativity*Fun*

The organization of original activities is a
priority for us, since we feel very pleased, when
our students are happy!

Our women had the chance to participate in the
initiative of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). They had
the opportunity to make facial masks and take
part in activities, such as giving interviews,
which were unfamiliar to them. All these will play
an important part in their professional
empowerment!

Since October is the month dedicated to
awareness- raising efforts focused on breast
cancer, we decided to make pins with pink
ribbons for all of our women. These pins
represent love, life, prevention and will.



Cine- club: We organize film screenings and we
watch movies in the Greek, the Arabic and the
Farsi language.

Creative activities for kids: Younger kids can spend
their time creatively by doing arts and crafts.

Library: Our library is full of interesting books for
every taste: fairytales, literature for kids,
teenagers and adults, educational books and
Greek, English, Arabic and Farsi dictionaries are
some of the choices our readers have!

Fun at home activities: It is true that we mainly
stay at home these days due to the pandemic.
However, we managed to spend our time
creatively, by sharing ideas for interesting
activities, like cooking, doing arts and crafts,
watching movies and listening to songs! In this
way, we share our everyday lives with each other!



~ Informative meetings -
discussions ~
*Classes*Health education*

We thought that it was our responsibility to make
people aware that the Inclusion Centre can offer
many benefits to all of them! This is why we
decided to hold discussions and let people talk
about their needs and express their concerns. A
meeting, which the principal of the Evening
Gymnasium attended, was also held for the
students of the Evening Gymnasium. In this way,
they were informed about the school’s program,
its requirements and the opportunities it gives to
the students. Lastly, parents were informed about
the importance of immunizing their children!

All these actions would not have
taken place, if we did not have the valuable

assistance and support from the
organization Help refugees! We are grateful to

them for their contribution to
our work, which is to promote inclusion and help

the people in our Centre
better every aspect of their lives!


